English version

Rules and regulations

Adopted by the general assembly of 20 February 2020.
The Seoul Expats Handball Club (SEHC) association governed by Korean law called Korean Handball
Federation 대한핸드볼협회.
The association is non-profit. Members and officials of the association do not systematically seek to
make financial profits while carrying out their activity.

Article 1: Membership
-When joining, new members must provide documents in order to purchase health insurance in the
event of an accident.
-There are three types of annual registration within the association:
1) "full member”: 1 year
2) "casual member” ": 6 months (exchange students, occasional attendance)
3) “curious member” : 1 month
-Any contribution made to the association for granted. There will be no refund of membership fees
during the year in the event of resignation or exclusion.
-The only case of reimbursement is if a member is temporarily unfit to practice sport: health
problems, pregnancy, modification of professional activities, etc.). For this to remain valid, the
person must present proof. The subscription will then be suspended and postponed for a period
equal to that of the suspension.
- In the event of final discontinuation after 6 months, exceptionally only and for serious justified
reasons (professional or health reasons) accompanied by supporting documents, the association will
reimburse pro rata temporis.
-The purchase of equipment is financed by membership fees. As such, the association's budget
expenses can be viewed by members at the end of the year.
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-The "full member" has access to training and sports events such as matches or tournaments. "Casual
members" has access to training and some friendly matches. And “Curious member” has only access
to training. The participation of its members and to be defined by the managers or facilitator, such as
the coach, of the Association.
Article 2: Behavior
-Each member must respect the elementary rules of good manners and good people skills. Respect
for people and material is required from all practitioners.
- Membership in the Association assumes respect for its rules. Anyone whose behavior or words do
not comply with the ethics of the Association will be immediately excluded. Any brawl, insult, insult,
aggressive behavior, incivility and a fortiori any criminal offense punishable are considered as
grounds for exclusion. The same applies to any racist, xenophobic, sexist and / or discriminating
behavior.
-Various patterns, among which:
•
•
•
•
•

violation of the statutes and internal regulations of the Association
any action likely to damage, directly or indirectly, the activities of the Association or its
reputation, its moral and material interests
material deterioration
inappropriate or dangerous behavior
derogatory, abusive or defamatory remarks towards other members or animators, on the
Internet or during the activities of the Association

will result in immediate delisting.
- Gossip or bad humor during Association activities will not be tolerated either, Association officials
will estimate the degree of seriousness and will make a decision which may be delisting.
-It is strictly forbidden to smoke in the premises where the Association's sports activities are
practiced.
-Sports activities take place under the responsibility of a volunteer organizer or coach who may in
particular exclude or prohibit access to any member who does not comply with the regulations.
-During sports matches, this also goes for respecting opponents and especially referees players or
professionals

Article 3: Dress code
-The legal rules of hygiene and safety must be respected. In addition, each member must adopt a
correct and appropriate outfit for the proposed exercises. Wearing sports shoes for indoor use only is
mandatory from day one.
Article 4: Material
-The Association provides its leaders and members with specific material. The purchase of this
material is funded by membership fees. Members use said material wisely and each member agrees
to respect the instructions for use given by the facilitators and to return it at the end of each session,
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in good condition. This material is stored in the premises made available to the Korean Handball
Federation. Or it is given to the leaders or animators of the Association.

Article 5: Vote
-The members of the Association elect the President, the Vice-President, the Treasurer and the
communications / marketing manager.
-In the event that there is no candidate for a position: An elected official can have two statutes, for
example he can be both President and communication / marketing manager.
•
•

•

The president represents the Association. He takes the important decisions of the
Association alongside his Vice-President who assists him in the process.
The Treasurer keeps the accounts of the Association, decides on current expenses and
presents an annual expenditure report to the members of the Association. He therefore
keeps regular accounts on all financial transactions. The treasurer has the Association's bank
numbers and passwords. Shared with the President and the Vice-President.
The communications / marketing manager is responsible for promoting and making our
Association visible. He is responsible for our image through social networks (Facebook,
Instagram, the press, television).

Sports coaches and animators are not added to the votes. The latter are chosen and are under the
responsibility of the President and the Vice-President.
The rules of procedure are available on the Association's website and in a printable version from the
organizers and responsible for the Association.

By signing this regulation, I agree to respect it.
(Date, name, and signature)

The President

The Vice-President

The new member
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